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SUM14ARY
General formulas are derived for determining the jet-
boundary corrections to the angle of attack, the drag coeffi-
cient, the downwash, the pitching-, rolling-, and yawing-
moment coefficients of complete powered yawed models, and to
the increments of rolling- an.d yawing-moment coefficients
due to the ailerons on yawed models. Numerical values of
the jet-boundary induced velocities and the corresponding
corrections are calculated for a typical powered model
yawed 20° in a 7- by lo-foot closed wind tunne~m The results
of the calculations are compared with the results for the un-
yawed model.
The calculations ~~dj,cate that, for this particular model-
tunnel combination and for a constant immersion of the tail
in the slipstream, the corrections to the angle of attack,
drag coefficient, pitching-moment coefficient, and downwash
are all about 6 percent greater at 20° yaw than at the sa,me
lift coefficient at zero yaw. Beeause the immersion of the
tail in the slipstream is changed by yaw, the downwas~ and
pitching-moment-coefficient corrections are’about 20 to 25
percent greater at 200 yaw than at zero yaw for rated power
operation of the model at unit lift coefficient.
The correction to the rolling-moment coefficient for the
model at 20° yaw is approximately 15 percent lower than the
correction for the ‘nzngawedmodel. “ The correction ‘to the
yawing-moment coefficient for the aileron on the leading wing
is 8 percent lower for the ..yawedmodel ‘than f’or the unyawed
model, but the correctioil for the aileron on the trailing
wing 3s about 20 percent greater for the yawed “model than “for
.,
the unyawed model. .. . ..
.,:,
The correction at un$t coefficient and at 20°,yaw to .ihe
yaiving~moment coefficient of the complete model” with ‘or without
power is about 5 percent of the yawing-moment coefficient of
the model.
1
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2INTRODUCTION
The influence of the jet bour@aries upon the downwash
at the wing and behind the wing of unyawed models has been
extensively investigated (references 1 to 3)* The assump-
tion is usually made that the same jet-boundary corrections
may be applied to a yawed model as are applied to an unyawed
models In order to investigate the validity of this a~sump-
tion, the methods of determining the jet-boundary corrections
were extended to cover the” case of yawed models. General
formulas were developed for the jet-boundary corrections to
the angle of attack, drag coefficient, downwash angle, “
pitching-, rolling-, and yawing-moment coefficients, and to
the increments of rolling-and yawing-moment coefficients”
caused by aileron deflection~ BY means of these formulas
the jet--boundary corrections were calculated for a typical
powered model yawed 20° in a 7- by 10-foot close,d rectangular
wind tunnel and the results were compared with the results
the unyawed model.
SYMBOLS
vortex strength
wing lift coefficient, wind axes
section-lift coefficient
lateral-force coefficient, wind axes
rolling-mfim.ent coefficient s wind. axes
angle of yaw, degrees
velocity parallel to Xv axis, wind axes
induced velocity parallel to Y! axis$ wind axes
induced velocity parallel to Z~ axis! wind axes
dynamic pressure
mass density of air
angle. of sidewaah, radians
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tunnel height
tunnel area (ah)
integer defining number of images in Zr direction
integer defining number of images in Y! direct~op
..
wing area
area of vertical tail
chord
wing span
aspect ratio (b2/S)
taper ratio
,.
distance from lifting line to three-quarter-chord
point of tail, body axes
absolute distance from plane of symmetry to inboard
aileron tip or dihedral juncture, body axes
absolute distance from plane of symmetry to outboard
aileron tip or dihedral juncture, body axes
distance from ~lane of symmetry, body axes
distance from plane of symmetry to trailing vortex
location ( IYII = bound vortex semispan)l body axes
,..
jet-boundary correction factor
r
correction to angle of attack
correction to downwash angle
correction to the induced drag, wind axes
correction to the induced drag coefficient , wind axes
.
correction to the rolling-mom,ent coefficient, wind axes
correction to the induced yawing-moment coefficient ,
wind axes
correction to the pitching-moment coefficient
slope of the section lift curve, per degree
slope of the vertical-tail normal-force curve,
per degree
stabilizer effectiveness, change in pitchi.i~g-mornent
coefficient per degree chaage in stabilizer angle
(-l)nlyl~ CoswJ=
P= -na + y cos * - 1 sin 0
i?= y sin U + I cos V
r = p cos V -t g sin (-l)n *
k= g Cos $ - p sia (-l)n t
z = mh
r
—, 0 position of point with respect to center line of a
r
s two-dimensional slipstream in terms of the slip-
stream radius, r~
Subscripts:
b basic load
1 dihedral or aile~on load on leading wing
t dihedral or aileron load on. trailiilg wing
s slipstream
o free stream
w wing
f vertical tail
5CALCULATION METHODS
Jet=30undary-I, nduced .Upwa:sh,_~elocity,.,.,,.....
General method .- In order to simplify the calculations
.——
of the jet-boundary-induced upwash velocity, the yawed wing
is replaced by a series of skewed horseshoe-type vortices.
!l?heloading of the yawed wing consists of a basic loading
extending across the effective span of the wing and a pair
of uniform dihedral loadings over the portions of the wing
with dihedral. A yawed wing with positive dihedral normally
has the leading wing loaded positively (up load) and the
trailing wing loaded negatively (down load), The upwash
velocity is computed, however, as if both loads were positive,
the sign beingtaken care of iil the calculation of the actual
corrections~ The loads due to aileron deflection are similar
to ‘the dihedral loads and the same general upwash velocity
formulas apply to both cases.
The bound vortices of these various loadings are a~sumed
to be yawed the same amount as the wing, and the tr,ailing
vortices are assuned to extend uniformly downstream parallel
to the free-stream velocity. The interference between the
wing and fuselage pressure distributions is neglected in the
analysis.
It is known that the jet bound?.ries impose certain
restrictions on the air flow around a model and that the
honndary conditions may be satisfied by replacing the jet
boundaries by a doubly infinite pattern of images of the
model vortex system (reference 1). The image system re-
quired to satisfy the boundary conditions for a yawed
model in a closed rectangular wind tunnel (zero normal
velocity at the walls) is illustrated in figure 1. Yigure
l(a) shows the image system for the basic loading; figure
l(b)~ the loading representing an aileron or dihedral on
the leading wing; and figure l(c) , the loading representing
an aileron or dihedral on the trailing wing. The lifting
line and the tail are assumed. to lie in the horizontal
plane of symmetry of the tunnel and to yaw with the model.
Basic loadinq.- The induced upwash velocity caused by
the inages (fig. l(a)) of the basic load horseshoe-type
vortex of semispan equal” to Iyll iS ~iV~?- by the following
equation, derived from the Biot-Savart rule for calculating
the induced velocity due to vortices:
6where
j = (-l)n \yli COS *
P= -na+ycos$-l sin $
‘g= ysin$+lcos$
k= gcos*- F sin (-l)n *
z = mh
and the summations include all combinations of the integers
n and m except the combination n = “O, m = O.
Equation (1) for w = 0° reduces to the sum of equa-
tions (20) and (21) of reference 3 for the upwash velocity
at the tail of the unyawed wing.
Dihedral or aileron loading on leading win&.- The
.—.—..
induced upwash velocity caused by the i.ma~es (fig. l(b))
of the dihedral or aileron load on the leadinq wing o.f a
yawed model ‘is given by the following equation:
7,.
Cos * Y “.g+ ~a.*/Sin ifp“+. (-lpi,,!4 *+
“+
,!J(:); I’Ii_’II(P+(-l)n a2’cos~ )2+z2 ‘i...—n—— ;y+ (-1 nla2~Cos “1iJ)2+z’”+-(g+]a2 sill~)~!,
./
p -1-(-l)n‘al~ 60s v ,.r \’$i @ j
.-
g-t’ S5.ii
1+ ~~~~ ‘“” 4-;( 2:
- (p+(-1)~ ~a~ cos V)2-I-Z3 .——. ..
_.—..--—
i(p+(-l)n l~,z009 !~)a+zz+(~all sin*)-
1
--
1
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Dihedral or aileron loading on trailing lv~~.w The
induced-upwash velocity ‘caused by the images (fig.” l(c)) of
the dihedral or aileroq load on the trailing wingof a yawed
motel is given in the following equation:
+
p - (-l)nla2\cos *
.I, “~-a2 s~l~+(p-(-l)n ja2cos$ )2+23 1+1 1(p-(-l)”p+ Cos$ )%zw&p2\ sin‘JJ)a
[’ “’
“~-(-~)n 14 co’ $ - g - Ian sin ~
(P-(-l)n}allCosw )2+2s 1+ : ‘“ .-— —
,“ ]
— (3’
.-#(i,-(-l)’n”la~[‘“&O’S$ )=-i-~,a-l-(,:-~ lJ)2
,’ .,
“, ,,. . . .;. .,, ,.
,.”’
EquS.tion (2) is the negative of .equat.io”n(3) ifa~~ values
of .al and az are given De.gs,tivesigns instead of using
al and az as absolute quantities,
8Jet-Boundary--1nduced Stdewash Angle
Vortex system.- The ~et-b~undary-irlducedsidewash angle due to
the wing vortex~stem is zero for both the yawed model and the unyawed
model provided that the tail and wing are in the horizontal.plene of
symmetry of the tuhnel, The fact that there is no resultant induced
sidewash angle for the yawed model is easily seen if the imges &re
considered in pairs symmetrical a%out the horizontal plane of sy!muet~
of the tunnel; that is, the ima~e pairs n~ m and n, -m. The sidewash
angle due to these i~ge pairs cancel an~~“becauseno sidew:~shCm
result from the images for which m = O, there oan be no resol;bant
induced sidewash~ If either the wing or vertical tail 3.slocated
off the horizontal plane of symmetz~ of tinetunnel) a small sidewash
angle will be induced but w-y usually be neglected,
Slipstream.- The boundaries”of a sl.ipstroeminduce an addi--
tional sidewash velocity inside and outside the sli~strea, AS the
effect of the tunnel jet boundaries upon the slipstreelnmy be
obtained by replacing the boundaries by a system of image slipstreams,
the induced sidevash angle due to the effect of the tunne’1jet
boundaries upon the slipstream may be determined by calculating
the induced sidewash angle due to each image slipstream and by
summing the effects of all image slipstreams. The formula for the
induced upwash velocity caused by a pitched slipstream, which is
given in reference 3 (equation (8)), my also be u~~d for a Yaw~d
slipstream, The equation with symbole for sidewash iristeadof
downwash ie
Vertical tail.- A small ~et-boundary-inducedsidewash ‘~elocity
—. —
is caused by the loads on the fuselage and vertical tail surfaces.
As a first approximation, all of the lateral-force (wind axis)
acting on a yawed model, except that resulting from the openation
of a prcpeller, may be assumed to he caused by the vertical tail.
The Jet–boundary--inducedsidewash resulting from the lateral force
may be roughly estimated by extrapolation of the curves of refer-
ence 2. This extrapolation should b~ made for a tunnel with a
height to width ratio equal to the reciprocal of the actuai height
to width ratio and for a vortex span expressed in percent of the
tunnel height. With the value of 6 for the tail at the center of
9tlie” ttinnel”~the” sidewash k“n~;lQ vf/v in radians is found
from the lateral-force coefficient and the wing tunnel areas:\
Vf ~ Sf S\q Vo Sw V.—= — (jYi, ——= 6 —— Cyt
v“ c sf v Cv
(5)
Corrections
The corrections are so deter~ined that they are to be
added to the measured values to give the corrected values of
the various aerodynamic quantities.
Angle of attack.- The angle-of-attack correction will
.—
he determined by the usual method of averaging the boundary-
induced upwash angle at the lifting line across the span;
that is, no refinements in,method such as weighting the
induced upwash angle according to wing chord or calculating
the additional angle of attack correction due to streamline ‘
curvature are” made in determining the correction.
l?he correction for the unyawed wing is
(6)
-b/a
since
()
Q = ‘CL
Vb—
for a uniform loading at zero yaw.
4YI
The
angl.e-of-attaclc correction for the yawed wing is determined
by an integration of the upwash velocity caused by the basic
and dihedral loads for the yawed’wing:
f
10
since
Or’ SOL;%= 4yl Cos v
and .gI1 is the total rollin~-moaent coefficient about the
Wind axis due to dihedral, It is assumed that the dihedral
extends over only the portion of the wing tip between Iazl
and la~ll
Induced-drag oaefficient.– The correction to the induced
drn~ aay be det~ruined from the generalized Kutte,-Joukowski
and the correction to the induced-drag coefficient of the
wing is
b/2
p Cos $
ACD = —
f
w~ dy
i qs
-b/2
(9)
The accuracy of the computations will be increased if the -
actual span load distribution fLS used to determine the
value of 17 in equation (9) rather than the assumed uniform
load that was used to calculate the boundary-induced upwash
velocity- In order to avoid the confusion of having- r in
the same formula to indicate both the uniform load used for
the upwash calculations and the actual section load in the
Kutta-Joukowski formula, the formulas in the discussion that
follows will be written with the l;ad term ccl v/2 sub-
stituted for the airfoil section . The influence lines of
reference 4 may be used to determine the span load distribu-
tion for the basic loading and the dihedral loading. The
loading parameter used in reference 4 should %e converted to
CC~ A COS $/bCL for the basic load to facilitate the co.mpu-
11
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tat ions of the corrections. Oner.latively simple method of
converting the %asic loading parameter is to multiply the
values of the load parameter of reference 4 by a constant
such that the average value across the span of the loading
parameter will be equal to unity. That is, the numerical
value of the area under the curve of ccl A cos*/bCL plotted
against y must be ,equal to b. .Similarly, the dihedral
(or aileron) loading parameter ccl A COS2ti/bC~,l is”deter-
mined by the condition that the numerical value of the
moment of the area under the curve of ccl A COS~~/bC~l
plotted against y must be equal to bs.
The correction for the unyawed wing is
(lo)
The correction to the induc’ed drag coefficient for
the yawed model may be written:
The parts of the drag correction caused IIy the intera-
ction of the several comporlents of dilhsdral Upwash .an~.
dihedral load are neglected because these parts of the drag
correction are small and tend to counteract each other.
12
Downwash. - The correction to the downwash angle at the
tail ‘~ may be determined from the values of Wp for
the tail location. (The bounda”ry-induced wake displacement
and the jet-effect, of the pitched slipstream are neglected.)
where all values of wtr are computed for the tai’1 location.
Eq;uation (12) applies to either the yawed or the unyawed wing
when the proper values of cos * and CJ are substituted.
Pitching-moment c.oefficient,- The correction for the
pitching-moment coefficient is determined from the corrections
for the-downwa~h and angle of attack and from the stabilizer
effectiveness as
ac~
ACm = -
.()—(&c - Au)~it (13)
Rolling -moment coe&ficient.- The correction to the
rolling-moment coefficient due to dihedral or to aileron .
deflection may be determined by similar methods if equal up-
and-down aileron deflections were used. Z?he general formula
is
where cl; is the total dihedral or aileron wind-axis roll-
ing moment’ and the factor A/A+4 approximately accounts for
the effects of aerodynamic induction on the correction; that
is} the rolling moment a,ctually obte,inzd on a twis$ed wing
(twisted by the amount of the boundc.zy-in.duced upwash angle)
is ap~>roxirnately &j’A+4 times the value calculated when two-
dimensional flow conditions are assumed (reference 5“). The
factor A/A+4 applies strictly only if the wing is elliptical
and the slope of the lift curve is equal to 217l Because this
13
.’, . . . .
factor is’<seal, as ok”ly’‘a’”modi’fic-ation”’t”oa“ fairly small
correction, it is seldom necessary to use more accurate
values .of the factor. If any other aileron-deflection ratio “
is used, the correction to the aileron rolling mcm,eqt becomes
where (clf)~ and” (C1’)~ are the components of aileron
wind-axis rolling moment due to the ailerons on the leading
and trailing wings, respectively.
YawinR-moment coefficient.- The correction to the in- .
duced-yawing-moment coefficient due to dihedral or to (aileron
deflection is determined by the same general methods that are
used for the induced-drag correction. The interaction between
the dihedral (or aileron) upwash and the dihedral (or aileron)
.
loading will be neglected. ‘The equation is
ACI1 =
i
.,
.-
.+
.,
-“
.,
‘*
.
.
. . . . . .
w“
(16)
,.
All terms of the equation must be used for. determining
the correction for the yawing moment due’ to dihedral, !Fhe \
CL2 term resulting from the basic upwash Vel”ocity and basic
loading need not be considered, however, in determining the
correction to the increment of yawing’ moment caused by aile~on
deflection.
A correction tO the yawing-m~ment coefficient due to
the yawed slipstream and to the lateral force on the vertical
tail may be determined from the ~et-boundary-induced sidewash
angle and the estimated slope ‘of the normal-force curve for
the vertical tail ac /a~.
7
The data of reference 6 may be
used to estimate ac~ a~.
ACn =
““’(?+?)%%t’
.(17)
NUMERICAL VALU31S I?OR A TYPICAL MODEL IN A
‘7- BY 1O-TOOT CLOSED WIND TUNNEL
Model Dimensions
The d~mensions of the model for which the jet-boundary
corrections are calculated are gtven in the following table:
Wingarea, S, square feet . . l . l . . . . . l l . . l l l l c
Wingspan, b,feet . . ~ . . . , . l .- Q. l l l l l l l l l l
Inloard tip aileron, Ian, feet . . . . . . l . l s l s . . l l
Outboard tip aileron,lazl, feet . . . * .. . , . . . . . . . . .
Dihedral (from Iyll = O to 2.3 ft), degrees s l s Q - l l l l l
Dihedra3.(frOm {Yl] = 2.3 to 3.74 ft), degrees . , . . . . . , l
Propeller diameter, feet . . . . . , . . . s l l s l l l l l l c
Aspectratio,A . . . . . 0 8 . . . l * l c l l l l l c l l * c
Taper ratio (rounded t,il~s)~~.. l . . . . . l l l l Q . l Q l *
Tail length (lifting line to tb~ree-quarter-chordtail)~~, feet l
Ratio, area vertical tail to wing area, = sf/sw . l . . * l . l
CIIordat plane of symmetry, c, feet . . . . . . . . . . ? . . .
Chord 1.0 foot from plane of symmetry, c, feet . . . . . . l Q c
Chord 2.0 feet from plane of symmetry, c! feet . . s . , l . l .
Chord 2,s feet from plane of symmetry, c, feet o , 0 * . . . s l
Chord 3.0 feet from plane of symmetry, c, feet . . , . . . . , .
Chord 3.5 feet from plane of symmetry) a, feet l l l l l ?.l * ;
Chord 3.8 feet from plane of symmetry, c, feet . * . . . . . . .
Chord 3,,9feet from plane of symmetrYj C? feet l ? l l s l ““* Q
Assumed basic load horseshoe-t~e vortex semispan,lyl]?feet + l
10.36
7.a
3fit
o
6
S.g;
0.66
3.4
0.10
1.64
1.50
1*37
1.29
1.22
1.03
0.60
3.3:
15
Wing and tail are assumed to lie on the horizontal>... . ..,.
plane of symm’etrj of’ the t-q.nrielto si”mplif,y the calculation-s.
>
Jet-Boundary-Induced Upwash Velocity
The jet-boundary-induced upwash velocity at the tail and
at the liftin~ line for horseshoe-type vortices of unit
stren~th representing the basic loading, the aileron or
dihedral load on the leading wing, the aileron or dihedral
load on the trailing wing, and also for a dihedral load com-
pletely across the leading wing was, calculated from equations.
(1) to (3) for the model yawed 20? in a ‘i’-by 10-foot closed
wind tunnel. The va.laes of the integers n and m used
in the summation are those found to be important from the
calculations of reference 3. The Upwash-velocity values for
the aileron loading are also used as upwash-velocity values
for the loading due to the i>artial-span dihedral which extends
across tile aileron span. The values of w/r calculated for
dihedral extending completely across the leading wing are
presented but are not used in any of the following calculations,
The upwash velocities for the several loadings for the
model yawed 20° are presented in figure 2. The abscissa y
is for the body-axis system,~ For comparison the upwash
velocities for the same loadings for the unyawed model are
included in fi.yre 2. Owing to the great amount of calcu-
lations involved, the upwash velocity for the unyawed model
was not , however, computed from the same equations and in the
sam~ manner as was the upwash velocity for the yawed model.
The usual simple summation formulas for the lifting-line ~P_
wash velocity of the unyawed model were used (reference 2)
and the values of the upwash behind the liffing “line were
obtained from reference 3. The comparison, therefore, is
not strictly valid but a check indicated that the two methods
of calculation are in fairly good agreement.
Jet-Boundary-Induced Sidewash Angle
Slipstream.- The value of the summation factor ofequa-
tion (4) for a 7- by lo-foot closed tunilel is 0.66 for unit
slipstream radius. Equation (4) may be simplified and re-
written as
q~
—-lvoVs qo
—. (jefjfj———————
v qs -v as
—+1
qo “
II ,,, II II ,,,, ,,,, ,, ,,,,,,,, ,,, ,,, ,, ,, ,, ,,,.,,, .,,,..,,.,-,.——.
‘for unit slipstream radius such as is the case for this
model. The value of qsl% for operation of the pro-
peller of this model for rated-power conditions may be
approximated by the linear equation %&l. = 1 + 0.6 CL.
The value of
‘“’’is= ‘ft’e’ai’ isin
the slipstream or unity if the tail is outside the slip-
streaifl.
The sidewash correction and$also the downwash and
pitching-moment corrections at = 200 will be computed
for two extreme cases. In one case the vertical tail is
assumed to be completely immersed’ in the slipstream; in
the other, it is assumed to be completely free of the
“slipstream. The normal condition will usually tie some-
where between these two extrerles ; for the tail generally
begins to mCIVG out of the slipstream at about 15° angle
of yaw and is completely out of the slipstream at * = 25°
for a conventional single-engine “airplane. The values of
vo/v for the two conditions and the corresponding values
of the jet-boundary-induced sidewash angle vs/v in radians
are shown in figure 3.
Vertical tail.- The value of 8 from reference 2 is
about 0.14; therefore,
Vf V.$CYIT= 10.368 0.14 — CYl :
~= 70
If Cyl, as determined experimentally, is 0,14 at * = 20°,
values of vf/T as presented in figure 4 are obtained for
the two slipstream conditions.
Corrections
#
Angle of attack.- A mechanical integration of the
w/I’ curves of figure 2 gives for the wing at 0° yaw
b,
. . .
... ,. ,,, ,. ...
and for the wing at 20° yaw, if’”the dihedral-is over only ,
the aileron sections,
-b/z
b/2
J.
-b/z
()$bdy = 0.1’768
‘~ ~ dy
()
= 0.0478
()$tdy = 0.0373
Substitution of the numerical values in equations (6) ancl
(7) giv?s for the unj~awed wing
10,36 X 57.3
Aa = CL (0.1770) = 1.02 CL
4 X 3.32 X 7.8
and for the yawed wing (COS 20° =,0.94)
Aa =
10.36 CL X 57.3 (0.1768) +
4 x 3.32x 7.8 x 0.94
Aa =1.08CL + 0.41 Cl!
10.36x 57.3 C~l [(0.047~)-(@.0373)]
(2.94)2[(3.7~k)2-(2.3)2]
I?or $= 200, Clf = 0.012 for this model with 6° dihedral
over aileron sectioils; therefore,
Aa =1+08 CL + 0,0049
18. ”
Induced-drag Coefficient, - The span- laading curves for
the basic loading and for the aileron loadin~ (to be used
also as” the dihedral loading) as obtained from reference 4
and converted to the parameters CC~A COS ~/bCL and
CCIA COS2$/bC !
t
are given in figure 5. The product of t!le
upwash veloci y and the loading parameter was calculated and
mechanically integrated to give, for w = 00,
~,, @J:)bdY=o*l,l,
o
and for $ = 20
b/z
J
-b/z
bf 2
J
-b/ 2
(cc~A, Cos @
\ bCL ) b
(CCIA C,OS@bCL ) b’
( 2CCIA COSbCl 9 t
(CCIA COS2bcl ~ ? t
dy = 0.1717
d-y = 0.046C
dy = 0.0346
dy = ()*6368
dy & 0.6960
substitution of the
(10) arid (11) gives, for the unyawed wing,
proper numerical values in equations
ACD: = 0.0172CL2
J.
,.
19 ‘
,.
w’ and, -for--the wing yawed “200-;
,,
“Di = 0, C1182CLa + 0.0013 Cl~ CL
and if Clf due to dihedral for the wing yawed 20° equals
0.012,
AGD = 0.0182CLa - 0.00002 CLi
Downwash.- Values of w/r at the tail location are
given in figure 2. Substitution in equation (12) gives,
for the model at w= 0“,
and, for the model at w = 20°,
Ac = (1.74 CL + 2.27 Cl’) Vo/V
With a value for c~t of 0.012 for the model at ~ = 20°
AC = (1.7’4 CL + 0.027) Vo/V
Pitching-moms nt correct ions.- The corrections
Ac
Aa and
and the stabilizer effectiveness acm/~it are used in
determining the pitching-moment corrections. The pitching~
moment corrections given in figure 6 al*e obtained by sub-
stituting in equation (13)the values of the previously deter-
mined correction Au and AC, values of ~Cm/ait-= -0.023,
power off, and Nm/ait = -0.023-0.0138 CL, pow-er on, and
the previously determined. Vo/V ratio.
Rolling-moment corrections.- Yrom equation (15), if a
value for 3cl/aa of 6.0 per radian is used and if the
moments are deternin-ed by machanica~ integration, the aileron
rolling-moment correction at W = O is
20
6.0 CI*
Aclt =
-0.052 -0.036 Cl?
(3.74)2-(2.3)2 ‘“-”’=
and at + = 2~0
AC~? = -0.030 (Clf)l ~ 0.032 (C1’)t
and the dihedral rolling-moment correction is
Act! =
-0.031 CIJ
since
Yawing -moment corrections.- Substituting the numerical
values iu equation (16) and integrating gives the correction
to the yawing-moment coefficient due to aileron deflection
for * = 0°
ACni = -0.0279 0~~ CL
and. for v = 20°
y 1
ACni = - 10.0256 (C~f)l + 0-0332 (C~t)t] CL
?Jhe correction to the yawing-aornentocoeffic ient due to
y,aw (dihedral and basic load) at. ~ = 20 (cl’ = 0.012) is
ACni = 0.00044 Cf - 0.00035 CL
From equation (17) and from values of v~/v in figure .
3, vf/’$ in figure 4, sf/ Sw = 0.10, lfb = 0.44, ac~/aa =
o.045 (from reference 6)
. .
I(Ps )()VfACn = 0.045 x 0.10 x 0.44 x 57.3 !L\T+’T ~
= 0.114
(?+?)’ ““
.’
Approximating’ the vs/v and vf/v curves of figures
3 and 4 b.y linear equations and adding the ACn correction
due to basic load, dihedral load, slipstream; and vertical-
tail load give a total yawing-moment-coeffic ient correction
at 20° yaw (excluding the effect of the,ailerons) of approxi-
mately
ACn = (0.0004 CL’ - 0.0004 CL) + (0,0005 CL + 0.0003)
= 0.0004 CL2 + 0,0001” CL + 0,0003
CONCLUDING R23MARKS
T!he calculations indicate that, for this model-tunnel
combination and for a constant immersion of the tail in the
slipstream, the corrections to the angle of attack, induced-
drag coefficient, pitching-moment coefficient, and downwash
are about 6 percent greater at 200 yaw than at the same lift
coefficient at 0° yaw. The lift coefficient is usually
%etween 6 and 12 percent lower at 20° yaw than at 0° yaw,
because the lift usually decreases at a rate somewhere %etween
the cosine and the cosine squared of the angle of yaw (refer-
ence 7). Thus, for practical purposes, the same numerical
values of the correction increments may generally be used for
the yawed model at the same angle of attack as for the u~yawed
model, because the lift coefficient decreases with yaw approxi-
mately as the correction factor increases with yaw.
The effect of the slipstream location with respect to
the tail upon the downwash and pitching-moment correction is,
however, much more important. The ~~alue of the stabilizer
effecti~~iless bCm/ait may be used as a measure of the imv
mersion of the tail (reference 3) in estimating the ratio of
the local velocity at the tail to the free-stream velocity.
If values of the boundary-induced upwash velocity at the
II ..
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lifting line and behind the lifting line of the unyawed model
are used together with the values of the local velocity ratio
at the tail of the yawed model, the computed downwash and
pitching-moment coefficient corrections are in fairly good
agreement with the values computed from boundary induced up-
wash velocities for the yawed model.
The rolling-moment coefficient correction for the model
at 20° yaw is approximately 15 percent lower than the cor-
rection for the unyawed model. The correction to the
aileron yawing-moment coefficient for the aileron on the
leading wing of the yawed model is 8 percent lower than that
for the unyawed model, but the correction for the aileron on
the trailing wing is about 20 percent greater than the correc-
tion for the unyawed model. ?he correction at unit lift coef-
ficient and at 20° yaw to the yawing-moment coefficient of
the complete model with or without power is about 5 percent
of the yawing-moment ‘coefficietit of the model.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
Nationa-1 Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Yield, Va.
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